
Marketing Kit  
$30 ($25 if ordered with Zillow 3D Tour) 

Single Property Websites: 
A single property website that is fully customizable, visually appealing, and simple to 
adapt to your particular needs as you market your real estate listing. 


Choose from a variety of templates~ clicking on the example photo will open a new 
browser for you to view the full website. 


 

Apollo Series 
This design style provides a simple 

slideshow at the top and a large photo 
gallery below. It's great for people that want 

a "lean forward" experience, preferring to 
scroll and click through the photos 

themselves.

Available in several colors

Jupiter Series 
This design style provides a title screen and 
agent contact information all at the top, with 
room for featured photos to be emphasized, 
and a full photo gallery toward the bottom. 

It's great for highlighting the special features 
of a special property.


Available in several colors 

https://hdphotohub.com/sample/d~608
https://hdphotohub.com/sample/d~372





 

 

Orion Series 
This design style uses a fixed width and 

includes a large hero image and belt of main 
property features above the fold.


Available in several colors

Neptune Series 
This design style provides a simple 

slideshow at the top, and a list of photos 
with lots of space for a description to go with 

each photo. It's great for properties that 
have a lot of important detail to highlight.


Available in several colors

Mercury Series 
This design style provides a simple player 

that is similar to a video player. It's great for 
people that want a "lean back" experience, 
preferring the photos to simply play through 

automatically.

Available in several colors 



 

Social Media Tools 
For agents that want to be pro-active about marketing a listing, social media is the 
place to be. The media kit includes variety tiles for posting to any social media 
platform, making it easy to look good in the social-sphere.


 
I know you are ready to spread the word about that hot new listing. Is there an Open 
House? Did the property sell quickly? Social media followers need to know that too!


Pluto Series (Embeddable Options) 
Simple gallery players are available for 
embedding on your blog, on your website or 
for using in your MLS - with or without the 
player controls. 
Available in a few options



Social Media Videos 
These can come as branded and unbranded options, and two sizes of teaser videos, 

your listing will come to life, grab attention and get shared in social feeds.


 



 

Flyer Templets 

With more than a dozen flyer templates to 
choose from, I will create a full-page flyer 

from the high-resolution photos. 



View live examples: 

https://livelaughphotograph.hd.pics/1169-Blind-Brook-Dr 

https://livelaughphotograph.hd.pics/452-Medwin-Pl 

https://livelaughphotograph.hd.pics/1169-Blind-Brook-Dr
https://livelaughphotograph.hd.pics/452-Medwin-Pl

